AAA City Removalist Recently Moved Karl Stefanovic
&amp; His Family into Their New Home in Sydney
We were humbled and honoured to have been the removalist company chosen to safely pack and transport their
precious belongings.

AAA City Removalist was hired by Karl Stefanovic, Australia’s favourite television personality. The TV presenter and his wife Jasmine have engaged
the services of AAA City Removalist for the second time in 12 months, this time moving into their own property. We were humbled and honoured to
have been the removalist company chosen to safely pack and transport their precious belongings.

Karl Stefanovic is one of the most popular television presenters and journalists in Australia. As a co-host of Nine Network's breakfast program Today,
Karl has entertained, informed and engaged with us on a daily basis with interesting news stories from Australia and around the world. Having won the
Gold Logie for Most Popular Personality and the Silver Logie for Most Popular Presenter in the past, he’s become something of a global sensation
over the years. It’s not an exaggeration to say that people from all over the world love this man’s quintessential Aussie humour. The millions of views
on YouTube for his clips from the Today show are proof enough of that.

The AAA Difference
So, what did AAA do differently when hired to move a celebrity like Karl Stefanovic? Nothing at all! As one of the Best Removalists in Sydney, we
always bring our AAA-game, whether our client is a celebrity or not. Our goal is to provide the same level of care to all our clients without exception.
We go the extra mile for all our customers, providing them with an unparalleled experience in moving homes, units and offices. After all, with each job
we take on we put our reputation on the line. This means we need to work hard to ensure the customer gets to experience the AAA difference for their
move, making it a memorable experience for them.

Our Expertise Enhances Your Moving Experience
Karl is not the first celebrity we’ve moved and will definitely not be our last. So, what’s the secret to our success? It’s simple, really. People see the
value in hiring an Experienced Removalist like us. After all, you can’t get an average rating of 4.6 stars on Google reviews, Product Review, Facebook
and Trust Pilot unless you consistently deliver quality and live up to your customers’ expectations. We understand that it’s not easy for you to trust
someone else to handle your valuables with care. We want your experience with us to be positive in every sense of the word. Since 2005, we’ve
perfected the art of moving, having carried out thousands of residential, commercial, interstate and country relocations.

We Take the Stress Out of Your Move
Just the thought of packing up their entire lives and moving to a new home is enough to stress out most people. Moving has long been touted to be
one of the most stressful events of one’s life, and with good reason. It can be overwhelming to figure out how to pack everything you own into boxes
and move it all without incident into your new home. At AAA City Removalist, we wanted to take moving from being a stressful event to an exciting
event for you. Thanks to our team of efficient staff, fleet of well-maintained trucks and services such as free moving boxes, free utilities changeover,
transit and public liability insurance and more, we’ve successfully made relocation a pleasant affair.

Are You Planning to Move?
Say ‘No’ to stress and ‘Yes’ to a smooth and hassle-free move. Contact AAA City Removalist today for a free quote for your relocation. Call us on 02
97371111
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